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1  |  INTRODUC TION

One of the most important cellular defenses against RNA viruses is 
a large, multidomain protein known as RIG- I (Retinoic Acid Inducible 
Gene I), which functions as a pattern recognition receptor (PRR) that 
triggers early innate immune responses in vertebrate cells.1- 3 RIG- I 
is a member of a conserved family of double- stranded RNA (dsRNA) 
binding proteins that includes additional innate immune surveillance 
proteins MDA5 and LGP2.3- 5 By recognizing and responding to dif-
ferent types of viral RNA motifs, this family (known as the RIG- I- like 

receptors or RLRs) provides broad protection against viral infec-
tions. These proteins are, in turn, closely related to members of the 
broader Dicer family, such as DRH3 (Dicer related helicase 3), as all 
of these proteins share a distinctive set of dsRNA binding domains, 
and an ATPase core that is catalytically activated only upon binding 
of dsRNA.6,7 This link between RLRs and Dicer- like proteins involved 
in miRNA processing suggests a shared evolutionary heritage and 
the possibility of cross- talk between these two systems.5 The heli-
case core of the RLR/Dicer family proteins (previously termed DRAs) 
is distinct,7 but identifiable as a member of Helicase Superfamily 2 
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Abstract
RIG- I is our first line of defense against RNA viruses, serving as a pattern recognition 
receptor that identifies molecular features common among dsRNA and ssRNA viral 
pathogens. RIG- I is maintained in an inactive conformation as it samples the cellular 
space for pathogenic RNAs. Upon encounter with the triphosphorylated terminus of 
blunt- ended viral RNA duplexes, the receptor changes conformation and releases a 
pair of signaling domains (CARDs) that are selectively modified and interact with an 
adapter protein (MAVS), thereby triggering a signaling cascade that stimulates tran-
scription of interferons. Here, we describe the structural determinants for specific 
RIG- I activation by viral RNA, and we describe the strategies by which RIG- I remains 
inactivated in the presence of host RNAs. From the initial RNA triggering event to the 
final stages of interferon expression, we describe the experimental evidence under-
pinning our working knowledge of RIG- I signaling. We draw parallels with behavior of 
related proteins MDA5 and LGP2, describing evolutionary implications of their col-
lective surveillance of the cell. We conclude by describing the cell biology and im-
munological investigations that will be needed to accurately describe the role of RIG- I 
in innate immunity and to provide the necessary foundation for pharmacological ma-
nipulation of this important receptor.
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(SF2), and unrooted phylogenetic trees show that the closest SF2 
relatives are the DEAD- box proteins, which are non- translocative 
RNA- dependent ATPases that function as RNA chaperones in the 
cell.8

Each of the RLRs was discovered separately, and their shared 
function in detecting viral infections was only slowly revealed. All 
three members RLR family were first identified in large screens for 
gene sequences responsive to diverse stimuli, particularly pathways 
involved in cancer.9- 12 A gene sequence named RIG- I was initially 
identified in response to transretinoic acid stimulation in 2000, but 
there was no further characterization of its gene products.13 One 
year later, LGP2 was identified from the mouse Stat3/5 locus and 
determined to share homology with the DEAD- box proteins, but the 
function of the protein was not determined.14 The first RLR gene 
that was fully cloned and characterized was MDA5 in 2002, in which 
the helicase core and CARD domains were identified and found to 
be responsive to dsRNA.15 Subsequently, RIG- I was cloned from a 
pool of interferon- stimulated genes and found to produce type I 
interferons in response to dsRNA treatment.16 Finally, a compre-
hensive delineation of the RLR family's shared function in antiviral 
response was conducted in 2005, showing that the RLRs shared a 
role in restricting viral infections.17

Since the discovery of RIG- I and its role as an innate immune re-
ceptor, there has been a wealth of studies dissecting the pathway by 
which viral RNA stimulates activation of RIG- I and causes the down-
stream induction of potent interferon responses.2,10,16 There has 
been intense investigation of the molecular determinants by which 
RIG- I recognizes viral RNAs and differentiates these pathogenic tar-
gets from abundant host RNAs.18- 24 In addition, the molecular basis 
for RIG- I activation and subsequent propagation of the resulting sig-
nal has been the subject of numerous biochemical and cell- based 
studies.1,2,10,25,26,27 Throughout the course of these investigations, 
many models have been put forth to explain the mechanism of RIG- I 
activation, while at the same time parallel breakthroughs in struc-
tural biology and immunological tools have led to the continuous re-
finement of these models and to new ideas for RIG- I function. With 
this review, we synthesize the latest structural and biochemical in-
formation on RIG- I, joining it with results from functional analyses 
and imaging conducted in cells and more recently in whole animals, 
to provide a comprehensive overview of the molecular mechanism 
for RIG- I activation and signaling. In addition, we describe the mo-
lecular basis for host- pathogen discrimination by RIG- I, and the 
mechanisms by which this powerful receptor is selectively triggered 
only upon infection.

2  |  RIG -  I  ON PATROL: LIFE OF THE 
RECEPTOR IN THE UNINFEC TED CELL

RIG- I is expressed in almost all the nucleated cells without show-
ing tissue- specific patterns of expression, suggesting a universal 
role in the surveillance of viral infections.28,29 In the absence of in-
fection, RIG- I is inactive, adopting an autoinhibited conformation 

as it patrols the cell. While the receptor is localized primarily 
in the cytoplasm, a significant subpopulation is also detected 
within nucleus30- 34 and it has been reported in specific subcel-
lular compartments, including mitochondria, microsomes, and 
mitochondria- associated membranes.35,36 While patrolling these 
compartments, RIG- I continuously samples RNAs that it encoun-
ters, dynamically binding and releasing them as it searches for 
viral RNA targets. As a positively charged SF2 protein, RIG- I has 
relatively high affinity for many RNAs,37 and it has therefore de-
veloped active strategies to become selectively stimulated only 
upon binding viral RNAs that contain specific molecular determi-
nants (vide infra).

The distinctive architecture of RIG- I includes a pair of amino- 
terminal caspase activation and recruitment domains (the signaling 
domains, or CARDs), an atypical RNA- dependent ATPase motor 
domain (which is commonly, if inaccurately, called the Helicase 
domain) that is comprised of two RecA domains (typically called 
Hel1 and Hel2) and an alpha- helical insertion domain (Hel2i) con-
nected via a V- shaped Pincer motif, and a carboxy- terminal do-
main (CTD)20,22,24,38 (Figure 1). While on patrol in the inactivated 
state, RIG- I clasps the CARDs against the surface of Hel2i, locking 
RIG- I in an autorepressed conformation that has been visualized in 
crystal structures of the apo- RIG- I, along with HDX- MS and SAXS 
studies.24,39,40,41 When RIG- I binds to host RNAs, including capped 
mRNAs, 5′- monophosphorylated miRNAs, internal stem structures, 
and other cellular RNAs, association is weak and transient.18,42-47 
These brief encounters fail to dislodge the inhibitory loop motif 
(the Hel2 loop) that blocks the viral RNA recognition pocket that 
is located within the CTD.18,21 Therefore, despite frequent RIG- I 
encounters with host RNAs, the resulting weak complexes fail to 
stimulate sustained CARD release and trigger downstream activa-
tion.18,19,43,49,50 This dynamic sampling process is further facilitated 
by the binding and hydrolysis of ATP, as described below.

3  |  IDENTIF YING THE ENEMY: 
STR ATEGIES FOR RIG -  I  RECOGNITION OF 
PATHOGEN RNA

While RIG- I patrols its cellular environment, binding and releasing 
rapidly from host RNAs, it will eventually encounter viral RNA mol-
ecules upon infection, resulting in the formation of a stable, signal- 
active conformation. Once engaged, pathogen RNAs trigger massive 
conformational changes that anchor the RNA tightly inside the RIG- I 
receptor and trigger release of the CARDs, thereby completing the 
first step of RIG- I signaling.24,38,48,49 This specific, high- affinity com-
plex requires two structural features on an RNA target, or PAMP 
(Pathogen Associated Molecular Pattern).4,51 One feature is a blunt, 
double- stranded RNA that is at least one helical turn in length.19,52 
This is grasped by residues on the inner surface of Hel1, Hel2, and 
Hel2i, which form a network of polar contacts with ribose 2′- OH 
groups and non- bridging phosphoryl oxygens along the RNA back-
bone.22,24,38 Intriguingly, the majority of contacts involve the ribose 
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sugar rather than the phosphates of the backbone, thereby ensuring 
that RIG- I is selectively activated by dsRNA and not DNA.20,22,24,38,53 
The dsRNA binding footprint of RIG- I is between 8 and 10 dsRNA 
base pairs, and indeed, blunt RNA duplexes as short as 10 base pairs 
trigger a rapid signaling response and potent IFN induction in cells 
and whole animals.19,20,43,54,55,56,57,58 In the absence of a closed loop 
to stabilize the RNA duplex,20,54 the minimal two- stranded RNA ago-
nist for stimulating RIG- I in cells has been reported be ~19 bp,19,59,60 
which may be attributable to the relative instability of shorter RNA 
duplexes, particularly as they pass through cell membranes or bind 
to exonucleases.

The second structural feature critical for RIG- I recognition is the 
presence of multiple phosphates on the 5′ end of the blunt RNA du-
plex terminus. DsRNA with three phosphates on the 5′ end (p3ds-
RNA) is most commonly generated during viral genome replication 
by the 5′- nucleotide that primes initiation.61 Crystal structures show 
that the primary point of contacts between RIG- I and p3dsRNA are 
stacking interactions with the terminal base pair, and a network of 
interactions with the alpha and beta phosphate, which interact with 
a specialized phosphate recognition pocket in the CTD. Intriguingly, 
the gamma phosphate is not consistently recognized by the recep-
tor.21,23,62 The importance of the alpha and beta phosphate was 
functionally validated by studies showing that a 5′- dsRNA diphos-
phate (p2dsRNA) is the primary RNA requirement for activation of 
RIG- I23,63 and subsequent work in cells and in vivo has shown that 
p2dsRNAs are even more potent than p3dsRNAs as triggers for RIG- 
I.54,63 These diphosphorylated RNA PAMPs have been found in reo-
virus RNAs and other nonhost targets.63

Unlike p2dsRNA or p3dsRNA duplexes, RNA duplexes termi-
nated by a 5′- monophosphate (p1dsRNA) are potent antagonists 
of RIG- I, as their binding is obstructed by the Hel2 loop insertion 
within the CTD and they fail to interact productively with RIG- I.18 
Surprisingly, monophosphate dsRNAs are even more inhibitory than 
blunt RNA duplexes lacking any phosphates at all (OHdsRNA).18 
Given the presence of pre- miRNAs in the cytosol,64 along with other 
host p1dsRNAs, strongly rejecting these host RNAs is essential to 
prevent aberrant RIG- I activation.18 Given that p1dsRNAs differ 
from the most potent RIG- I agonists (the p2dsRNA) by only a single 
phosphate group, it is clear that RIG- I has evolved an exceptionally 
selective strategy for its target PAMP, and that it actively selects 
against host RNAs. Similarly, blunt dsRNAs lacking any phosphates 
(OHdsRNA) also fail to stimulate RIG- I signaling.18,19 Structural 
studies have shown that OHdsRNAs form an autoinhibited complex 
with RIG- I, in which a loop projecting from Hel2 plugs into the same 
CTD amino acids that are required for high- affinity interactions 
with the terminal di-  and triphosphate groups of the most potent 
RIG- I PAMPS.42 Blocked from interacting with the CTD, OHdsRNAs 
bind more weakly and may be less able to trigger the steric clash 
that stimulates release of the CARDs from Hel2i. RIG- I is also ca-
pable of discriminating various types of 5′ terminal cap structures 
dsRNAs: RIG- I has been observed to bind tightly and signal from 
dsRNAs containing a methyl guanosine cap (Cap- 0- dsRNA), but it 
fails to bind capped dsRNAs if the first 5′ ribose is 2′OH methylated 
(Cap- 1- dsRNA), or if both the first and second 5′ ribose are meth-
ylated (Cap- 2- dsRNA), indicating that RIG- I is selectively inhibited 
by 2′- O- methyl groups on the terminal and penultimate nucleotide 

F I G U R E  1  Structure- based model of RIG- I activation. RIG- I contains a pair of amino- terminal caspase activation and recruitment domains 
(the signaling domains or CARDs (grey)), an atypical RNA- dependent ATPase motor domain (which is commonly called the Helicase domain) 
that is comprised of two RecA domains (typically called Hel1 (green) and Hel2 (blue)) and an alpha- helical insertion domain (Hel2i (cyan)) 
connected via a V- shaped Pincer motif (yellow), and a C- terminal domain (CTD (orange)). While on patrol in the inactivated state, RIG- I clasps 
the CARDs against the surface of Hel2i, locking RIG- I in an autorepressed conformation. Once engaged with viral RNA, these pathogen 
RNAs trigger massive conformational changes that anchor the RNA tightly inside the RIG- I receptor and trigger release of the CARDs, 
thereby completing the first step of RIG- I signaling [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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of modified cap structures, rather than by the modified guanosine 
itself.21

Prior to the availability of structural data on RIG- I/dsRNA com-
plexes, and before quantitative functional studies were carried out 
to elucidate the minimal recognition determinants for RIG- I ligands 
in cells and in animals, older models for RIG- I signaling suggested 
a requirement for RIG- I multimerization and even filament forma-
tion on long dsRNAs. These models built upon biochemical studies 
in which extremely high concentrations of recombinant RIG- I were 
biochemically combined with RNA duplexes such as synthetic tran-
scribed RNAs and abiological polymers like polyIC. There is a long 
history of biochemical studies showing that positively charged nu-
cleic acid- binding proteins, when presented at high concentrations, 
will form nonspecific, artifactual filaments on DNA and RNA, and 
this should be cause for caution whenever invoking a filament model 
for behavior of a nucleic acid- binding protein.65- 67 In addition, the 
subsequent abundance of direct evidence showing that fully acti-
vating RIG- I ligands can be short 3pdsRNAs, which are completely 
functional in vivo, makes it now clear that RIG- I does not need to 
oligomerize on RNA as part of its activation mechanism. Indeed, a 
whole new generation of RIG- I- specific immunomodulatory drugs 
builds on this premise, resulting in small 3pdsRNAs that are now in 
development as antivirals, vaccine adjuvants, and immunostimula-
tory anticancer agents.9,12,55,68,69,70 Triphosphorylated stem- loop 
RNAs (SLRs) as short as 10 to 14 base pairs, which can only bind 
to one RIG- I molecule, stimulate RIG- I- mediated IFN response in 
mouse and induce robust antitumor responses.54,55,68,69

Taken together, crystal structures of RIG- I:RNA complexes, to-
gether with functional analyses in cells and in animals, demonstrate 
that the CTD forms an extensive network of specific interactions 
with the 5′ terminus of the RNA duplex, and that RIG- I caps the 
blunt terminus of dsRNAs as a monomeric end- binder.20,24,38,53 
This 1:1 RNA- RIG- I complex, in which a single RIG- I binds to the 
terminus of 5′ppp- dsRNA, is necessary and sufficient for RIG- I sig-
naling.20,54,71 While it is possible that additional RIG- I proteins, or 
other proteins can assist this end- binding mode in certain contexts, 
biochemical studies have clearly demonstrated that RIG- I does not 
display cooperative binding to RNA, which is consistent with crys-
tallographic and functional analyses.6,20 This contrasts with MDA5, 
which exhibits pronounced cooperative binding and filament forma-
tion,72,73 or DRH3, which displays clear ATP- dependent dimerization 
on RNA.6,74

Despite the highly specific nature of its PAMP, RIG- I has been 
reported to respond to a broad array of pathogenic threats. RIG- I 
is a first line of defense against a variety of viral families, includ-
ing paramyxoviruses, coronaviruses, othomyxoviruses, flaviviruses, 
rotaviruses, filoviruses, reoviruses, hepeviruses, alphaviruses, and 
arenaviruses.34,63,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84 Given the high specific-
ity of RIG- I for p3dsRNA, it may seem surprising that it is able to 
respond to such a diversity of apparent targets. However, the key 
structural features recognized by RIG- I are all brought together 
during a key stage in the lifecycle of all RNA viruses: replication. The 
viral genome itself can serve as a RIG- I agonist, as in the case of 

dsRNA viral genomes and in panhandle structures formed by bind-
ing together the 5′ and 3′ termini of ssRNA genomes during repli-
cation.19,63,77,85,86,87,88,89 Additionally, RIG- I also recognizes genome 
replication intermediates, such as defective interfering particles (DI) 
and mini viral RNA (mvRNA), which all contain triphosphorylated 
panhandle structures at the 5′ terminus.81,90,91,92 RIG- I has also been 
reported to play a small role in the recognition of some DNA viral 
infections, including both herpesviruses and hepadnaviruses, by 
recognizing and binding to uncapped transcripts produced by RNA 
polymerase III (Pol III).93,94 In addition to p3dsRNAs directly gener-
ated by viral sources, RIG- I can also bind and signal from host p3ds-
RNAs that are generated by RNA polymerase III (Pol III) and released 
into the cytosol during DNA virus infection.93,94 However, phospha-
tases such as RNA triphosphatase dual- specificity phosphatase 11 
(DUSP11) may reduce aberrant RIG- I activation on host RNAs by 
limiting their prevalence.95 Finally, RIG- I signaling has been impli-
cated in responding to intracellular bacterial infections by sensing 
the RNA products of agents such as Listeria, Salmonella enterica, and 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis96- 98

4  |  SOUNDING THE AL ARM: PATHOGEN- 
TRIGGERED CONFORMATIONAL CHANGES 
RELE A SE THE RIG -  I  S IGNALING DOMAINS

The single most critical step in RIG- I activation, and subsequently 
the most vital for signaling, is conformational reorganization of the 
protein, which results in release of the CARDs. In the absence of 
stimulatory RNA, the CARDs are sequestered by the Hel2i domain, 
thereby preventing any downstream signaling24 (Figure 1). Mutants 
in which Hel2i cannot bind the CARDs constitutively activate IFN 
production, such as F539A (designed to disrupt Hel2i- CARDs in-
teractions) and Q517H (found in patients with autoimmune disease 
called Singleton- Merten syndrome).24,99 Similarly, isolated CARDs 
alone are sufficient to drive antiviral signaling,16 providing further 
evidence that full solvent accessibility of the CARDs is necessary for 
RIG- I signaling.

Considerable evidence has accumulated showing that the abil-
ity of specific RNA PAMPs to bind RIG- I and trigger CARD release 
correlates directly with the ability to stimulate RIG- I signaling in 
cells and in vivo. FRET studies demonstrated that p3dsRNA, but 
not unstructured RNA, is required to release the CARDs and that 
removal of RNA with nucleases is sufficient to return RIG- I to its 
autoinhibited state.49 HDX- MS experiments showed that p3dsRNA 
significantly increases the solvent accessibility of the CARDs, imply-
ing that they are ejected.39 Similarly, SEC- SAXS and limited tryptic 
digestion data suggested that upon the addition of p3dsRNA, RIG- I 
becomes extended and conformationally flexible, consistent with 
released CARDs.40 FRET, HDX- MS, SEC- SAXS, and limited tryptic 
digest studies all show that p3dsRNA at least 10bp in length induces 
conformational changes in the RIG- I protein and robustly activates 
RIG- I in cell culture and in vivo.39,40,49,54 This correlates directly with 
the ability of 10bp, but not 8bp, 5′ppp- dsRNA to stimulate RIG- I 
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signaling in cells.20 Thus, the ability of an RNA PAMP to cause the 
conformational switch that results in the “CARDs out” active con-
formation of RIG- I correlates directly with its ability to signal in cells 
and animals.

The ability of RIG- I to productively eject the CARDs depends 
on tight, structurally specific RNA binding that may compete for 
occupancy of the CARD binding site on the surface of the helicase 
domains (Figure 1). CTD stacking on the base- paired surface of the 
5′ blunt end, along with strong contacts to the alpha and beta phos-
phates, anchors the RNA in place and stimulates the conformational 
changes needed to destabilize interactions between the CARDs and 
Hel2i.38,100 When tight RNA binding by the CTD is disrupted, either 
from mutations at the CTD interface, or due to structural features 
of host RNAs, such as the 5′- cap structures, RNA is only weakly held 
by the receptor and its off- rate is fast.42,53,62,101 Even if the CARDs- 
out conformation is sampled, weakly held RNA is rapidly ejected and 
RIG- I returns to the autorepressed state.21,100 Similarly, if the RNA 
is shorter than 10 bp, the RNA fails to form sufficient interactions 
with the Hel2 interface, and the RNA is ejected in favor of a strong 
CARDs interface along Hel2i.20,38

5  |  AVOIDING COLL ATER AL DAMAGE: 
RIG -  I  PROOFRE ADING OF HOST RNA AND 
THE ROLE OF ATP

RIG- I is an exquisitely selective, RNA- triggered switch for initiating 
the antiviral signaling pathway. Given this fact, investigators have 
long wondered why RIG- I contains a well- conserved active site for 
ATP binding and hydrolysis, which is very similar to that found in 
the DEAD- box family of SuperFamily 2 Helicases (SF2 proteins). 
Before structural and genetic work on RIG- I had been completed, 
it was presumed that ATP binding and hydrolysis played a central 
role in the molecular mechanism of RIG- I signaling, and that helicase 
or translocase activity was essential for the molecular mechanism 
of RIG- I signaling. Such functions seemed reasonable at the time 
because the RNA recognition requirements for RIG- I binding had 
not been defined, and it was presumed that RIG- I was stimulated by 
long, complex pieces of viral RNA, which might necessitate a variety 
of translocative mechanical processes, but now it is clear that CARD 
release, and the very first structural events involved in initiating the 
signaling pathway, depend only on binding of simple p3dsRNAs, 
and that ATP hydrolysis is not required for this process.42,43,49,102,103 
There is evidence that ATP binding may cause compaction of the 
RIG- I/p3dsRNA complex,20,40 and that this may indeed facilitate re-
lease of the CARDs. However, measures of RIG- I CARD release via 
FRET and SAXS indicate that, with a high- affinity p3dsRNA ligand, 
CARD release occurs even without ATP present,40,49 suggesting that 
ATP binding and hydrolysis are not required for signaling. So if ATP 
hydrolysis is not essential for the mechanism of signaling, why is this 
function so highly conserved and important for the protein?

To understand the role of ATP, it is important to realize that RIG- I 
has two jobs: A. It needs to initiate signaling upon binding to the 

“right RNA” (from a pathogen). B. It needs to prevent signaling upon 
binding to the “wrong RNA” (host RNAs). Both of these jobs are es-
sential for the overall function and evolutionary tuning of the RIG- I 
sensor. Juggling these tasks is incredibly difficult, however, because 
the “right RNA” is rare and dilute, while the “wrong RNA” continually 
surrounds RIG- I as a dense, concentrated soup. Therefore, staying 
inactivated is arguably the most important and challenging task of 
the RIG- I receptor, as constitutive activation results in pathological 
forms of inflammation (vide infra). As discussed in the section on li-
gand recognition, one of the ways that RIG- I distinguishes host from 
pathogen RNA is through structural selectivity: Host RNAs (lack-
ing 3pdsRNA termini) are blocked from entering the high- affinity 
CTD binding site by an autoinhibitory loop that projects from Hel2, 
thereby reducing RNA affinity and CARD release.18,21 But no auto-
inhibitory mechanism is perfect, so to reduce the impact of CARD 
release and signaling from host dsRNA, RIG- I uses a backup proof-
reading strategy that requires ATP.42,43,50,104,105 Like the closely 
related DEAD- box proteins,8 the major role of ATP in RLRs is not 
in directional molecular motion, but in enhancing the rate by which 
RIG- I binds, samples and releases potential RNA targets (kinetic 
proofreading). Kinetic and functional studies have shown that RIG- I 
affinity for dsRNA is modulated by the binding and hydrolysis of 
ATP.42,43,102,104,105,106 Much like the related DEAD- box proteins,8,107 
cycles of ATP binding and hydrolysis accelerate the process of RNA 
interrogation and dissociation.42,43,102,104,105,106 As a result, only 
the highest- affinity p3dsRNA ligands remain bound for sufficient 
amounts of time to initiate signaling. Other RNAs fall off without 
maintaining the RIG- I conformation that culminates in sustained 
CARD release.18- 24

Some of the best evidence that ATP plays a key role in proof-
reading comes from studies on RIG- I mutations that are implicated in 
human disease.2,42,106,108,109 Under certain pathological conditions, 
RIG- I can become inappropriately activated by host RNAs, causing 
massive collateral inflammatory damage. This can be due to ATPase 
site mutants in RIG- I,42,43,50 or dysregulation in the abundance or 
type of host RNA molecules in the cytoplasm.110- 112 Defects in en-
zymes involved in RNA decay or degradation pathways flood the 
cytoplasm with a high concentration of low- affinity ligands that 
overwhelm the ability of RIG- I and other RLRs to successfully dis-
criminate host from pathogen RNA.110- 114

Specifically, RIG- I has been implicated in certain autoinflamma-
tory diseases and interferonopathies. Clinical studies have identified 
several single- nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in RIG- I, including 
ATPase- active site mutants E373A and C268F. These result in an 
atypical form of Singleton- Merten syndrome (SMS) in patients who 
express excessive amounts of IFN. Biochemical and cell- based stud-
ies have shown that variant E373A slows down RNA- dependent ATP 
hydrolysis by RIG- I, which in turns leads to constitutive activation by 
endogenous dsRNA.50,104 Other ATPase- active site mutants, such as 
C268F, also contribute to inappropriate activation by host RNA.102 
In both of these cases, ATPase activity of RIG- I is damaged, either 
through defects in ATP binding or hydrolysis. This leads to inappro-
priate stimulation of RIG- I by host ligands, such as double- stranded 
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RNAs that lack a triphosphate.42,43,50 Similarly, patients with defects 
in RNA decay pathways (either in exosomal proteins or endonucle-
ases such as RNAse L) accumulate high concentrations of RNA in 
the cytoplasm, triggering dysregulated RIG- I response.110- 114 Taken 
together, these clinical and mechanistic data underscore the critical 
role of proofreading in the function of RIG- I, and the importance of 
ATP in this process.2,42,106,108,109

Although ATP binding and hydrolysis are not strictly required for 
signaling on high affinity, optimized ligands such as short, synthetic 
3pdsRNA hairpins, it would be a mistake to assume that ATP cannot 
play a role in the mechanical function of RIG- I on more complex RNA 
targets. Single- molecule115 and kinetic42 studies have demonstrated 
that RIG- I is capable of undergoing slow, directional translocation on 
dsRNA molecules and that this requires ATP. In the cell, few RNAs 
present perfect target structures for recognition, and so it remains 
possible that RIG- I actively translocates along candidate targets, 
searching for RNA regions that could function as stimulatory ligands. 
Furthermore, RNAs are often coated by proteins, and it has been 
well documented that SF2 proteins can undergo ATP- stimulated 
conformational changes on RNA that “push” away proteins in their 
path (RNPase activity).116- 118 Although such behavior has never been 
demonstrated for an RLR, it remains possible that RIG- I uses ATP- 
powered translocative processes to strip proteins away from candi-
date RNA targets, thereby exposing the blunt 3pdsRNA terminus for 
specific interaction.

6  |  KEEPING THE SIGNAL ON: THE 
CRITIC AL ROLE OF POST- TR ANSL ATIONAL 
MODIFIC ATIONS

Once RIG- I has tightly bound its RNA PAMP, the liberated CARDs 
are capable of transmitting the active RIG- I signal to the down-
stream transmembrane adaptor mitochondrial antiviral signaling 
protein (MAVS) (Figure 2). However, numerous protein cofactors 
intervene between RNA binding and MAVS transmission, either by 
enhancing or repressing the RIG- I signal. The most essential cofac-
tors are those that modify active RIG- I via post- translational modifi-
cation, including ubiquitination and dephosphorylation, to enhance 
signaling.119- 122 The selective interaction of these cofactors with 
RIG- I after CARD release is likely to be essential for stabilizing the 
activated form of RIG- I and may serve as a checkpoint prior to signal 
transmission.

Ubiquitination of RIG- I CARDs plays a key role in RIG- I signaling, 
but the mechanism for how ubiquitination enhances RIG- I, and the 
identity of the E3 ligase responsible for ubiquitination remain the 
subject of lively debate.120,123,124 RIG- I K63- linked ubiquitination was 
first correlated with active signaling in 2007, and mutations blocking 
ubiquitination at lysine 172 dramatically reduce signaling.120 The E3 
ligase identified as responsible for this K63- linked ubiquitination is 
TRIM25, which has been shown to coimmunoprecipitate with iso-
lated RIG- I CARD domains.120 Knockdown of TRIM25 was reported 
to inhibit ubiquitination of CARDs.120 Similarly, full reconstitution 

of the RIG- I signaling pathway in vitro was found to require cyto-
solic extracts, and K63- linked polyubiquitin chains in particular, for 
RIG- I signaling to be fully active.125 Finally, structural studies of 
ubiquitinated CARDs, which were expressed as recombinant, iso-
lated domains (ie, lacking RNA binding, helicase, or CTD regions), 
supported a “lock- washer” model of RIG- I activation, where TRIM25 
selectively recognized a tetramer of active RIG- I CARDs, and bound 
them together via K63- linked ubiquitin chains.126 According to this 
model, multiple active RIG- I molecules would be required to form 
this tetramer, thereby enabling it to serve as a checkpoint for errant 
activation. However, all of the biochemical and structural studies im-
plicating TRIM25 ubiquitination were founded on experiments that 
employed free CARD domains in isolation, rather than full- length 
RIG- I, or RIG- I in a cellular context.120 Furthermore, TRIM25 has 
been implicated in multiple antiviral pathways, so its specific role 
in RIG- I activation is still being elucidated.127- 129 A second E3 ligase, 
Riplet, has also been proposed as the cofactor responsible for ubiq-
uitination of RIG- I CARDs in the context of full- length RIG- I.130,131 
Riplet depletion directly impairs RIG- I signaling and type- I interferon 
production both in cells132 and in vivo,121 giving greater weight to 
Riplet as the E3 ligase responsible for K63- linked ubiquitination. The 
current Riplet- based model by which ubiquitination enhances RIG- I 
signaling suggests that it acts as a bridging cofactor, linking together 
RIG- I complexes.130

Both TRIM25 and Riplet models for ubiquitination- enhanced 
signaling propose a role for ubiquitination in the formation of large 
RIG- I oligomers and filaments. However, attempts to identify RIG- I 

F I G U R E  2  The RIG- I signaling pathway. 1. In the absence of viral 
RNA, RIG- I patrols the cell with the CARDs (bright blue) packed 
tightly against the other protein domains. 2. Upon viral entry 
and generation of a blunt dsRNA with two or three phophates 
(p3dsRNA, red RNA with green phosphate circles), 3. RIG- I binds 
tightly to the p3dsRNA terminus, and the tethered CARDs are 
displaced into the cytosol. 4. Liberated CARDs are then modified 
by cofactors (red) that append ubiquitin (small red circles), which 
prevents return to autorepressed state. 5. Finally, active RIG- I 
moves to the mitochondria and nucleates MAVS oligomerization 
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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oligomerization in cellulo with a split- luciferase protein comple-
mentation assay failed to identify significant oligomerization upon 
stimulation with RNA.71 A significantly simpler explanation consis-
tent with all the available data is that K63- ubiquitination of CARDs 
creates a large, covalent steric obstruction on the signaling domain. 
This would effectively lock RIG- I in the “CARDs out” active confor-
mation by sterically preventing the CARDS from rebinding Hel2i and 
readopting the autoinhibited state.24 Regardless of the mechanism 
by which it ultimately enhances RIG- I signaling, ubiquitination plays 
a central role in the process, and this is underscored by the obser-
vation that knockdown of cellular deubiquitinases (DUBs), including 
USP3, USP21, and CYLD greatly enhances RIG- I signaling.133- 135

Ubiquitination is not the only PTM that modifies RIG- I signaling. 
In the autoinhibited state, RIG- I CARDs are phosphorylated at S8 
and T170, and this has been postulated to prevent E3 ligase bind-
ing and ubiquitination.136,137 Upon RNA binding and CARD release, 
these sites undergo dephosphorylation by phosphatases PP1α and 
PP1γ, potentially facilitating greater association with either an E3 
ligase or MAVS.122 Consistent with this, PP1α and PP1γ- depleted 
cells show elevated CARDs phosphorylation, and IFN- β production 
is correspondingly impaired.138 Thus, dephophorylation may also be 
a required step in RIG- I signaling, which is otherwise unidentified in 
cell- free biochemical assays using purified, unphosphorylated RIG- I.

7  |  FINDING A PARTNER IN DEFENSE: A 
MODEL FOR IFN INDUC TION INVOLVING 
RIG -  I -  MAVS INTER AC TION

MAVS is absolutely essential for detecting, amplifying, and relay-
ing the active RIG- I signal to produce an interferon response. First 
identified by four different research teams in 2005, MAVS contains 
an N- terminal CARD, a proline- rich region, and a C- terminal trans-
membrane domain.139- 142 Genetic deletion of MAVS completely 
blocks the RIG- I- mediated interferon response, signifying that 
MAVS is a primary mediator of RIG- I signaling.143 MAVS has been 
found to associate with several membranous organelles, including 
the mitochondrial network, mito- associated membrane (MAM) of 
the ER, and peroxisomes, which have been found to produce distinct 
downstream signaling responses.144,145 Specifically, the peroxisomal 
compartment has been implicated in interferon- independent tran-
scription of antiviral genes to stimulate a rapid host response via 
IRF1.144 Regardless of which MAVS subpopulation is stimulated by 
RIG- I, MAVS must be membrane- bound to propagate RIG- I signal-
ing.144 This could be due to a high concentration of essential signal-
ing components within the transmembrane region, or more likely, it 
suggests that MAVS requires a specific two- dimensional orientation 
of membrane components for downstream signaling.

MAVS mediates and amplifies the RIG- I active signal by polym-
erization of a large oligomeric complex (Figure 2). The first study to 
explore MAVS oligomerization in cellulo involved purifying large, 
full- length MAVS aggregates from mitochondrial extracts in virus- 
infected cells, and then showing that these extracts were capable 

of dimerizing IRF3 (which is a hallmark of interferon induction, see 
next section).146 The amino- terminal CARD is essential for both 
oligomerization and downstream signaling: not only does expres-
sion of ΔCARD- MAVS fail to signal,141 but expression of a truncated 
MAVS mRNA transcript from an internal start codon, which similarly 
lacks the CARD, represses downstream interferon signaling.147 The 
MAVS CARD is believed to form two interactions that are essential 
for propagating this signal: first by binding to the liberated CARDs of 
activated RIG- I and second by forming homotypic interactions with 
additional MAVS monomers, thereby leading to a form of activated 
oligomerization. The primary experimental method for characteriz-
ing both these interactions has been the formation of large, in vitro 
filaments composed of unanchored MAVS CARD. For example, in 
biochemical and structural studies, suggesting that the second CARD 
of RIG- I contacts the MAVS CARD, mutants of the putative CARD- 
CARD interaction were found to disrupt in vitro filament formation 
and prevent RIG- I signaling in cells.126 Similarly, mutations within 
MAVS CARD that disrupt prion- like filament formation of MAVS 
CARD alone, including E26 and R64, fail to stimulate interferon 
when overexpressed in cells.148,149 Subsequent studies exploring the 
nucleation of MAVS have utilized similar purified filament formation 
assays as a proxy for function,146,150 relying upon the prior correla-
tion to claim an effect on downstream signaling.126 The only direct 
evidence in cellulo of CARD- CARD interactions between RIG- I and 
MAVS and for higher- order oligomerization of MAVS comes from 
FRET studies in which isolated RIG- I CARD domains were shown 
to slightly increase the FRET signal of overexpressed YFP- MAVS 
and CFP- MAVS fusions.151 Collectively, these studies indicate that 
MAVS is likely to form CARD- CARD interactions with other MAVS 
monomers to form a larger complex that propagates the signal fur-
ther. However, super- resolution imaging of labeled MAVS found no 
evidence of MAVS filaments larger than 80 nm, which is the limit 
of resolution, raising questions about the actual size of functional 
MAVS oligomers in vivo.152 Thus, while the MAVS CARD interactions 
with both RIG- I CARDs and MAVS CARD are clearly important for 
downstream signaling, the size and composition of the active MAVS 
signaling complex remain unclear.119,153

8  |  MAVS AC TIVATION LE ADS TO 
NUCLE AR TR ANSLOC ATION OF KE Y 
TR ANSCRIPTION FAC TORS

Once MAVS has been activated by RIG- I and an activated complex 
of MAVS has formed, this assembly functions as a signaling hub for 
a cascade of phosphorylation and ubiquitination, leading ultimately 
to the activation of IRF3 and NF- κB transcription factors.139,140 The 
key players in this signaling hub include the TNF- α- associated re-
cruitment factors (TRAFs), Tank- binding kinase 1 (TBK1), and the IκB 
kinase complex (IKK).140,148,154

The TRAFs are a family of 7 proteins that play a role in many im-
mune signaling pathways, and their function relies primarily on two 
domains: a scaffolding domain and an E3 ligase domain.155 Several 
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TRAFs, including TRAF2, TRAF3, TRAF5, and TRAF6, are recruited 
to MAVS via three TRAF- binding motifs.151 The association of TRAF 
factors to MAVS is required for downstream signaling, as muta-
tions to all three motifs block the interferon response.156 Though 
the mechanism by which TRAFs distinguish active oligomeric MAVS 
from inactive MAVS is unclear, they are essential for the recruitment 
of both TBK1 and the IKK complex.148 The E3 ligase domain of the 
TRAFs plays a key role in recruitment of these downstream fac-
tors,157 suggesting that the polyubiquitin chains made by the MAVS- 
bound TRAFs are recognized by the IKK complex and TBK1.158 
However, the TBK1 complex can also be recruited by TRAFs lacking 
the E3 ligase domain, suggesting that there are non- ubiquitin mech-
anisms for downstream activation.158

TBK1 and the IKK complex are, as their names suggest, kinases 
which set off a phosphorylation cascade leading to the activation 
of transcription factors.159 The recruitment of IKK complexes leads 
to IKKb phosphorylation via trans- activation.160 Once active, the 
IKK(αβγ) complex is able to phosphorylate IkB, leading to its deg-
radation. Phosphorylation of IkB leads to its ubiquitination and 
degradation by the proteasome,161 freeing NF- κB to translocate to 
the nucleus and promote transcription of type I interferons. The 
IKK complex also phosphorylates TBK1 in trans, enhancing TBK1 
activity.162 Once phosphorylated and active, TBK1 is key to IRF3 
activation, as TBK1 kinase activity was found to phosphorylate 
serine and threonine residues on MAVS, which may enable IRF re-
cruitment.156TBK1 also binds and phosphorylates IRF3 directly.163 

Phosphorylated IRF3 (pIRF3) dimerizes and migrates to the nucleus, 
and promotes transcription of type I interferon.164

9  |  RIG -  I  S IGNALING IS CONSERVED 
AMONG DIFFERENT SPECIES

Given the essential role RIG- I plays in countering viral threats, it is 
perhaps unsurprising that it is well- conserved among our close rela-
tives. In mice, for instance, total deletion of RIG- I leads to death 
within 3 weeks after birth, with massive liver degeneration, sug-
gesting additional important functions of the RIG- I protein.165 While 
closely related RIG- I othologues are found in all mammals, in other 
vertebrates, conservation of RIG- I is more limited.166- 172 Protein se-
quence alignment of RIG- I among mammals, birds, and fish reveals 
that the domain organization of RIG- I is similar in these classes, and 
that the key residues involved in RNA recognition, ATP binding, and 
hydrolysis are all conserved (Figure 3). Furthermore, crystal struc-
tures of truncated human, mouse, and duck RIG- I constructs reveal 
a highly conserved architecture of RIG- I, particularly the key resi-
dues in the RNA binding pocket of the CTD (H847, K858, K861, and 
K888) and in the catalytic core of the ATPase domain (K270).24,38,173 
Moreover, RIG- I orthologues in birds and fish have been shown 
to play a key role in producing an IFN response to viral infec-
tions, indicating that the function of RIG- I is also conserved across 
species.166- 172 Altogether, structural and cellular studies of RIG- I 

F I G U R E  3  The conservation of RIG- I 
among different species. RIG- I protein 
sequences from selected species are 
aligned to human RIG- I using local 
alignment using EMBOSS (https://
www.bioin forma tics.nl/cgi- bin/embos 
s/matcher). The identity scores of these 
alignments are recorded in the table, 
colored based on the identity scores 
(100%– 86% in dark blue, 85%– 70% in 
blue, 70%– 55% in light blue, and <55% in 
orange). The conserved residues involved 
in ATP binding, ATP hydrolysis, and 
RNA terminal phosphate recognition are 
labeled with red dots, while the K63- 
linked ubiquitination site in human RIG- I 
CARDs is labeled with a black dot [Colour 
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]

https://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/emboss/matcher
https://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/emboss/matcher
https://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/emboss/matcher
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
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orthologues reveal conserved RIG- I structure and function across 
many classes of vertebrates, suggesting that in species where the 
RIG- I gene is retained, its essential function in responding to viral 
infections is also conserved.

While the structure and function of core RIG- I domains are con-
served in most vertebrates, loss of the RIG- I gene has been observed 
in some species, such as Chinese tree shrew and chicken,174,175 al-
though more studies on RIG- I gene identification and RIG- I signaling 
in other vertebrates will be necessary to comprehensively under-
stand its distribution. Furthermore, certain regions of RIG- I display 
significant sequence variation, even within the same species,176 
suggesting potential variation in either RIG- I sensitivity or the dis-
pensibility of various cofactors. Regions that display significant 
variation include the CARD2- Hel1 linker, the length of which varies 
significantly. The variation in loop length, and subsequent changes 
in RIG- I sensitivity, has been proposed as evidence of co- evolution 
of RIG- I and viruses. For example, a comparative study of 19 differ-
ent mammals reveals sequence variations in CARD2- Hel1 loop and 
the Pincer- CTD loop.177 Variation in RIG- I sequences between rab-
bit species that are sensitive or resistant to myxomatosis suggests 
that RIG- I structural changes can influence viral susceptibility.178 
Similarly, the ubiquitination sites of the CARDs found in mammals 
are not conserved in birds (Figure 3),24,179 suggesting that ubiquiti-
nation of the CARDs might occur in a different location, or function 
differently, in avian species. When viewed comprehensively, RIG- I 
recognition of viral RNA and promotion of an antiviral interferon 
response is conserved within vertebrates, although differences in 
RIG- I sensitivity and regulated mechanism remain possible.

10  |  THE RLRS A S A DIVERSIFIED 
DEFENSE SYSTEM: MDA5 AND LGP2 
COMPLEMENT RIG -  I  BY RECOGNIZING A 
DIFFERENT SPEC TRUM OF RNA MOTIF 
STRUC TURES

While RIG- I signaling has been the focus of this review, it is not alone 
in responding to RNA viruses. In addition to the arsenal of TLR re-
ceptors,180 the closely related PRRs MDA5 and LGP2 perform com-
plementary roles in surveillance against viral pathogens.3 MDA5 
(melanoma differentiation- associated protein 5), is also a double- 
stranded RNA- dependent ATPase, with a domain architecture 
similar to RIG- I in that it contains both a caspase recruitment do-
main (CARDs) and an almost identical set of RNA helicase and RNA 
binding motifs.15,38,181 MDA5 localizes in the cytoplasm, as demon-
strated by confocal fluorescence microscopy using a GFP- MDA5 fu-
sion protein, where it functions to sense cytoplasmic viral RNAs and 
induce antiviral responses via MAVS.15,17,182,183,184,185 SAXS data for 
full- length MDA5 indicate that the CARDs have an open and flexible 
conformation and that they are not sequestered in the autoinhibited 
state like the CARDs of RIG- I.24,182,186,187 Additionally, the CTD has 
a different function in MDA5, as it has no RNA binding affinity and 
instead is required for cooperative filament assembly.72,188,189,190 

Similar to RIG- I, RNA binding causes the MDA CARDs to interact 
with MAVS, ultimately leading to the transcription of the genes en-
coding IFNs.146,150,191 Crystal structures have shown that MDA5 can 
bind short dsRNA as a monomer, with a domain organization that 
resembles those previously shown for RIG- I/RNA complexes.38,192 
Whereas MDA5 forms a C- ring structure that binds to the internal 
duplex structure of dsRNA, RIG- I has been shown to form an O- ring 
structure that caps the end of dsRNA.38,186,192,193 These differences 
in RNA binding properties are reflected in the substrate specific-
ity and mode of signaling. MDA5 senses longer dsRNA species and 
secondary structures and shows no requirement for terminal di- or 
triphosphates.61,63,72,73,77,192,194 Cooperative binding of MDA5 in a 
head- to- tail arrangement of dsRNA induces assembly of MDA5 into 
helical filaments, which nucleate the assembly of MAVS into an ac-
tive polymeric form.72,186,192,195 The N- terminal tandem CARDs of 
MDA5, which are essential for signaling, cannot be visualized in 
structures of MDA5 filaments.188 ATP hydrolysis efficiently pro-
motes MDA5/RNA filament disassembly, but on long dsRNA, due to 
stabilization by the filament architecture, not every ATP hydrolysis 
event triggers MDA5 dissociation from RNA.72,195 Protease protec-
tion assays show that ATP hydrolysis regulates the conformation of 
the CARDs of MDA5 and the increased protection of CARDs in long 
dsRNA is consistent with its oligomerization within the filament.192 In 
the current proposed model for MDA5 in IFN induction, the tandem 
CARDs form patches along MDA5 filaments, inducing oligomeriza-
tion into elongated structures that activate MAVS.72,125,192,196

Less is known about the third RLR family member, LGP2 
(the laboratory of genetics and physiology 2), which is structur-
ally homologous to RIG- I and MDA5, but lacks CARDs. Despite 
its lack of signaling domains, LGP2 is consistently observed to 
play an important role in modulating signaling by MDA5 and RIG- 
I.14,17,153,197,198,199,200 Crystal structures of chicken LGP2 with dsRNA 
show that the helicase domain of LGP2 resembles that of MDA5, al-
though the CTD of LGP2 caps the ends of dsRNA in a fashion similar 
to that of RIG- I.38,192,193 LGP2 displays high RNA binding affinity and 
the isolated CTD of LGP2 has a comparatively higher RNA binding 
affinity than the CTD of RIG- I.189,193,201 Unique among the RLRs, 
LGP2 can recognize various types of RNAs, irrespective of length or 
5′ phosphate ends, which gives LGP2 more versatility when binding 
to viral RNAs.189,193,201,202 Structural analysis by limited protease di-
gestion assay suggests that LGP2 induces significant conformational 
changes in MDA5 in the presence of RNA, promoting presentation 
of its CARDs.195 In addition, LGP2 mutants that are defective in ATP 
hydrolysis fail to enhance MDA5- mediated signaling,203 indicating 
that ATPase activity of LGP2 is important when responding to viral 
infection. Although the exact mechanism by which LGP2 enhances 
MDA5- mediated antiviral signaling is still unclear, accumulating evi-
dence in the form of ATP hydrolysis assays, electrophoretic mobility 
shift assays, and electron microscopy suggest that LGP2 and MDA5 
work together to detect viral RNA and generate a stronger antiviral 
response.103,195,204 LGP2 may facilitate MDA5/RNA interactions or 
regulate MDA5 filament assembly, presumably through heterocom-
plex formation, potentially resulting in alternative MDA5 filaments 
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that are somehow active for signaling.195,197,200,203 Taken together, 
the functional diversity of RLRs may be linked to their inherent 
differences in RNA recognition, binding, and signaling mechanism. 
RIG- I, MDA5, and LGP2 appear to play non- redundant roles by 
recognizing complementary groups and distinct features of RNAs, 
thereby providing a complete surveillance system that detects a 
broad spectrum of pathogenic RNAs.

11  |  CONCLUDING REMARKS

The carefully coordinated mechanical properties of RIG- I enable 
it to serve as our front- line response against the most deadly viral 
pathogens while maintaining a selectivity that prevents it from turn-
ing on its host. RIG- I is an exquisitely sensitive molecular switch that 
adopts different functional conformations in response to stimuli. 
Viral p3dsRNA is the trigger for CARDs presentation and the initia-
tion of IFN signaling, while ATP is the trigger for rapid release of host 
RNAs and active proofreading. A wealth of new functional data from 
cell biology, imaging, and whole animal experiments, combined with 
ever more sophisticated structural biology and biochemical meth-
ods, has made it possible to refine the working models for RIG- I 
activation and selectivity. These reveal that the RLRs as a group 
recognize and respond to RNAs quite differently, thereby provid-
ing broad protection against a diversity of viral threats. But despite 
these advances, central questions remain unanswered, and concrete 
physical evidence for physical models of RLR function is still lacking. 
For example, there is no direct, functional information on the inter-
play between RIG- I CARDs and those of MAVS and we have never 
visualized the subcellular structures that actually stimulate signaling 
by RLRs. Information on the specific functional role for RIG- I post- 
translational modifications and on the participation of accessory co-
factors (particularly those that may be cell- type or tissue- specific) 
remain unclear and largely speculative. But these missing pieces 
only serve to underscore the many ways that RLR signaling remains 
a vibrant and biomedically critical area of research. Indeed, study 
of RLRs will reveal much about the fundamental biology of innate 
immunity, and their pharmacological manipulation promises to bring 
new therapies for cancer, infection, and autoimmunity.
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